
  Medium Term Plan – Urban Pioneers                        Year 3 Spring 2 
Intended Outcome of Topic 
 
Art gallery to be completed demonstrating their understanding of light in 
photography. 
 

  

 

SMSC Links 
 
Spirituality: Explore beliefs, experiences and faiths, feelings and values; enjoy learning about oneself, 
others and the surrounding world; use imagination and creativity and reflect on experiences.  
Moral: Recognise right and wrong and respect the law; understand consequences; investigate moral and 
ethical issues and offer reasoned views. 
Social: Use a range of social skills to participate in the local community and beyond; appreciate diverse 
viewpoints; participate, volunteer and cooperate; resolve conflict. 
Cultural: Appreciate cultural influences; appreciate the role of Britain’s parliamentary system; participate 
in culture opportunities; understand, accept, respect and celebrate diversity. 
 

 

Subject Week beginning: 
24/2/20 
26/2/20 – theatre 
27/2/20 – Maths challenge 
day 

Week beginning: 
2/3/20 
Book fair week 
3/3/20 – emergency day 
5/3/20 – world book day 
6/3/20 – 3 Pearl to library 

Week beginning: 
9/3/20 
Diversity week 

Week beginning: 
16/3/20 
Assessment week 

Week beginning:  
23/3/20 
26/3/20 – 3 Pearl assembly 
27/3/20 – data deadline 

Week beginning: 

 30/3/20 

Engage/ 
Develop/ 
Innovate/ 
Express 

Engage/ Develop/ 
Innovate/ Express 

Engage/ Develop/ 
Innovate/ Express 

Engage/ Develop/ 
Innovate/ Express 

Engage/ Develop/ 
Innovate/ Express 

Engage/ Develop/ 
Innovate/ Express 

Engage/ Develop/ 

Innovate/ Express 

 

English 
Hertfordshire 

planning 
 

Genre: diary recount 

 

Text: Iron Man Ted Hughes 

 

Focus:  analysing diary recounts 

 

Objectives:  

 discuss different ways of 
presenting information 

 identify differences in the 
style and structure of 
fiction and non-fiction 
writing 

 summarise materials from 
different sources 

 explain how ideas are 
developed in reports 

 analyse a number of diary 
texts and note their 
function, form and typical 
language features,  

 explore, and begin to 
incorporate into their own 
writing, the language of 
comparison and contrast 
e.g. 

Genre: diary recount 

 

Text: Iron Man Ted Hughes 

 

Focus:  planning and writing a 

diary recount 

 

Objectives: 

 summarise in writing the 
content of a passage or 
text and the main point it 
is making 

 write for intended 
audience, i.e. self or others 

 provide detail as 
appropriate 

 use description to add 
detail rather than to elicit 
an emotional response 

 use questions to interest 
the reader 

 organise texts into 
paragraphs to distinguish 
between different themes. 

 develop awareness of how 
tense relates to purpose 

Genre: diary recount 

 

Text:  Iron Man Ted Hughes 

 

Focus: writing and editing a 

diary recount 

 

Objectives: 

 discuss, proof-read and 

edit their own writing for 

clarity and correctness, 

e.g. by creating more 

complex sentences 

 re-read own writing to 

identify errors and to 

suggest alternative 

constructions 

 revise and redraft to bring 
work to presentational 
standard (e.g. layout, 
paragraphing, accuracy of 
punctuation and spelling, 
handwriting/printing) 

  

Genre: alternative traditional 
tale 
 
Text:  The real story of the three 
little pigs by a wolf 

 
Focus: analysing story features 
and structure 

 

 Objectives: 

 identify how dialogue is 
presented in fairy tales, 
e.g. through statements, 
questions, exclamations; 

 be aware of the different 
voices in stories using 
dramatised readings, 
showing differences 
between the narrator and 
different characters used, 
e.g. puppets to present 
stories; 

 listen to dialogue in 
stories and identify the 
narrator and other 
speakers. 

Genre: alternative traditional 

tale 

 

Text:  The real story of the three 

little pigs by a wolf 

 

Focus: planning and adapting 

the original story 

 
Objectives: 

 Focus on language that 
creates specific effect, e.g. 
building tension, 
suspense, create moods, 
setting scenes 

 express time/place/cause 
using conjunctions [for 
example, when, before, 
after, while, so, because],  

 express time/place/cause 
using adverbs [for 
example, then, next, soon, 
therefore], 

 express time/place/cause 
using prepositions [for 

Genre: alternative traditional 

tale 

 

Text:  The real story of the three 

little pigs by a wolf 

 

Focus: extended writing, proof-

reading and editing. 

 

Objectives: 

 develop the use of 
characterisation in own 
stories by writing short 
descriptions of known 
characters 

 use collected 
sentences/phrases for 
story openings and 
endings 

 use speech marks/inverted 
commas in own writing  

 consolidate use of 
punctuation appropriately 
in own writing e.g. 
question marks, 



 expressing time, place and 
cause using conjunctions 
[for example, when, 
before, after, while, so, 
because] 

 expressing time, place and 
cause using prepositions 
[for example, before, after, 
during, in, because of].  

 

 write for a known 
audience e.g. other pupils, 
adults, specified interested 
parties. 

  

 

  use knowledge of different 
voices in stories when 
reading and presenting 

 use reading as a model, 
to write own passages of 
dialogue; 

 investigate how settings 
and characters are built 
up from small details, and 
how the reader responds 
to them; 

 identify the main 
characteristics of the key 
characters, drawing on 
the text to justify views 

 use detail in character 
study to discuss how and 
why the reader responds 
to each character. 

 describe and discuss 
characters including 
reference to small details 
in the text. 

 predict and explain 
actions of a character 
based on detail and 
character sketches. 

example, before, after, 
during, in, because of] 

 develop use of paragraphs 
as a way of grouping 
related material 

 develop use of inverted 
commas to punctuate 
direct speech 

 organise stories into 
paragraphs 

 use paragraphing in 
presentation of dialogues 
in stories 

 understand the need for 
grammatical agreement in 
speech and writing, e.g. I 
am, we are 

 Use speech 
marks/inverted commas 
in own writing 

explanation marks, 
comma 

 edits own and others’ 
writing for punctuation, 
spelling and grammar. 

 

 

Spelling 
No nonsense 

spelling 
Pen pals 

handwriting 

No Nonsense spelling scheme 
 Prefixes- sub and tele 

 

Handwriting (Pen Pals) 

 Revising ‘ing’ join 

 
 

No Nonsense spelling scheme  

 Apostrophe for contraction 
 

Handwriting (Pen Pals) 

 Revising high-frequency 
words 

No Nonsense spelling scheme  

 Words from statutory spelling 
list 
 

Handwriting (Pen Pals) 

 New vocabulary 

No Nonsense spelling scheme  

 Words with the ‘ch’ sound 
(mostly French origin) as well as 
‘s’, ‘ss (ion/ ure)’ 

 
Handwriting (Pen Pals) 

 Revising ‘un’ and ‘de’ 

No Nonsense spelling scheme  

  Revise suffixes ‘-ness’ and ‘-ful’ 

 
Handwriting (Pen Pals) 

 Revising joins to and from ‘s’ 
(dis) 

No Nonsense spelling scheme 

 Words from statutory 

word list 

 

Handwriting (Pen Pals) 

 Revising joins to and 

from ‘r’ (re and pre) 

 

 

  



Reading 
Hertfordshire 

planning 

Whole class reading: Iron 

Man Ted Hughes 

Objectives: 

 Develop positive attitudes to 

reading by listening to and 

discussing a wide range of 

fiction  

 Increase familiarity with a 

range of books  

 Identify themes and 

conventions 

 Discuss words and phrases 

that capture readers’ interest 

and imagination  

 Ask questions to improve 

understanding of the text  

 Draw inferences and justify 

inferences with evidence 

Identify how language and 

structure contribute to 

meaning 

Key skills: 

 Decoding  

 Using context for 

unknown words 

 Inference  

Whole class reading: Iron 

Man Ted Hughes 

Objectives: 

 Develop positive attitudes to 

reading by listening to and 

discussing a wide range of 

fiction  

 Increase familiarity with a range 

of books  

 Identify themes and conventions 

 Discuss words and phrases that 

capture readers’ interest and 

imagination  

 Ask questions to improve 

understanding of the text  

 Draw inferences and justify 

inferences with evidence Identify 

how language and structure 

contribute to meaning 

Key skills: 

 Decoding  

 Using context for 

unknown words 

 Inference 

Whole class reading: Iron 

Man Ted Hughes 

Objectives:  

 Maintain attention and 

participate actively in 

collaborative conversations, 

responding to comments  

 Ask relevant questions to extend 

their understanding and build 

vocabulary and knowledge  

 Listen and respond appropriately 

to adults and peers  

 Articulate and justify answers 

and opinions  

 Use spoken language to develop 

understanding through 

speculating, imagining and 

exploring ideas  

 Speak audibly and fluently with 

an increasing command of 

Standard English  

 Consider and evaluate different 

viewpoints, attending to the 

contributions of others  

 Use spoken language to develop 

understanding through 

imagining and exploring ideas in 

discussion, role-play and drama 

Key skills: 

 Inference 

 Discussing texts 

 Making predictions 

Whole class reading: Iron 

Man Ted Hughes 

Objectives:  

 Maintain attention and 

participate actively in 

collaborative conversations, 

responding to comments  

 Ask relevant questions to extend 

their understanding and build 

vocabulary and knowledge  

 Listen and respond appropriately 

to adults and peers  

 Articulate and justify answers 

and opinions  

 Use spoken language to develop 

understanding through 

speculating, imagining and 

exploring ideas  

 Speak audibly and fluently with 

an increasing command of 

Standard English  

 Consider and evaluate different 

viewpoints, attending to the 

contributions of others  

 Use spoken language to develop 

understanding through 

imagining and exploring ideas in 

discussion, role-play and drama 

Key skills: 

 Inference 

 Discussing texts 

 Making predictions 

Whole class reading: Iron 

Man Ted Hughes 

Objectives:  

 Plan writing by discussing 

writing similar to that which 

they are planning to write, 

learning from its structure, 

vocabulary and grammar  

 Plan writing by discussing and 

recording ideas  

 Draft and write by composing 

and rehearsing sentences orally  

 Draft and write by organising 

paragraphs around a theme  

 In non-narrative use simple 

organisational devices  

 Write for different purposes 

including about fictional 

personal experiences  

 Assess the effectiveness of their 

own and others' writing and 

suggest 

Key skills: 

 Finding evidence 

 Using the text as inspiration 

Whole class reading: Iron 

Man Ted Hughes 

Objectives: 

 Plan writing by discussing 

writing similar to that which 

they are planning to write, 

learning from its structure, 

vocabulary and grammar  

 Plan writing by discussing and 

recording ideas  

 Draft and write by composing 

and rehearsing sentences orally  

 Draft and write by organising 

paragraphs around a theme  

 In non-narrative use simple 

organisational devices  

 Write for different purposes 

including about fictional 

personal experiences  

 Assess the effectiveness of their 

own and others' writing and 

suggest 

Key skills: 

 Finding evidence 

 Using the text as inspiration 

Maths 
White Rose 

Multiplication and division:  

 Recall and use 
multiplication and division 
facts for the 3, 4 and 8 
multiplication tables. 

 Write and calculate 
mathematical statements for 
multiplication and division 
using the multiplication 
tables they know, including 
for two-digit numbers times 
one-digit numbers, using 
mental and progressing to 
formal written methods. 

 Solve problems including 
missing number problems, 
involving multiplication and 
division, including positive 
integer scaling problems 
and correspondence in 

Money  

 Add and subtract amounts of 
money to give change, using 
both £ and p in practical 
contexts. 

Statistics  

 Interpret and present data 
using bar charts, pictograms 
and tables. 

 Solve one-step and two-step 
questions (for examples “how 
many more?” and “how 
many fewer?”) using 
information presented in 
scaled bar charts and 
pictograms and tables. 

Statistics  

 Interpret and present data 
using bar charts, pictograms 
and tables. 

 Solve one-step and two-step 
questions (for examples “how 
many more?” and “how many 
fewer?”) using information 
presented in scaled bar charts 
and pictograms and tables. 

Perimeter and length 

 Measure, compare, add and 
subtract: lengths 
(m/cm/mm); mass (kg/g); 
volume/capacity (l/ml).  

 Measure the perimeter of 
simple 2- D shapes. 

Perimeter and length 

 Measure, compare, add and 
subtract: lengths 
(m/cm/mm); mass (kg/g); 
volume/capacity (l/ml).  

 Measure the perimeter of 
simple 2- D shapes. 



which n objects are 
connected to m objects  

Maths 
meetings 

Multiplication Division Addition and subtraction Addition and subtraction Daily arithmetic – third space Daily arithmetic – third space 

Science 
 
 

Describe how light travels. 

Discuss light sources and that 

light travels in straight lines. 

Discuss that objects block out the 

light and create a shadow. They 

will create a shadow puppet to 

explain this. 

Explain how shadows are 
formed. 
 
Investigation looking at the 
length of shadows across the 
afternoon. Children to make 
scientific recordings. 

Understand different types of 
mirrors. 
 
Discuss how mirrors work. 
Investigate convex and concave 
mirrors. Explain the findings. 

Know what a periscope is and 
how it is used. 
 
Annotate a diagram of a 
periscope and attempt to make an 
example.  

Explain how reflective surfaces 
help keep us safe. 
 
Look at what a reflective is and 
how it works. What are the uses 
of them?  
 
Investigate a range of materials 
for reflective properties and 
explain findings. 

Recognise that light from the 
sun can be dangerous ans that 
there are ways to protect your 
eyes. 
  
Create a sun safety poster in 
preparation for the Summer term. 

Computing 
 

Practise typing skills. 
 
Touch typing programme to 
develop typing skills – ‘just type’. 

Import a sprite into Scratch. 
 
Import images from the local 
area walk. Attempting to recreate 
a simple/ abstract map of the 
local area. 
 
Resize and crop the images from 
an internet search and organise 
on Scratch. 

Control a sprite with a simple 
algorithm. 
 
Use the algorithm pieces to move 
a sprite along a desired path on 
the map from the previous lesson.  
 
Debugging parts of the algorithm 
that go wrong along the way. 
Can the children get accurate and 
precise movement? 
 

Control a sprite with a simple 
algorithm. 
 
Use the algorithm pieces to move 
a sprite along a desired path on 
the map from the previous lesson.  
 
Debugging parts of the algorithm 
that go wrong along the way. 
Can the children get accurate and 
precise movement? 
 

Add sprite speech to a program. 
 
 
Use the speech algorithms to get 
the sprites to speak when they 
interact with the background. 

Use an input device to add 
sound to a sprite. 
 
The children will complete similar 
to the previous lesson; however, 
the sprite will play a sound bite 
when they interact with the other 
sprites. This will be inputted 
using a microphone. 
 
 

Geography 
Cornerstones 

Identify land use in the local 

area. 

Take part in a local area walk, 

taking photos and making notes 

of the land use. 

 

Back in class discuss this and 

say how this might have changed 

and why it is how it is. 

Use keys and symbols on a 
map. 
 
Have a blank map of the school. 
Children will attempt to orientate 
the map using a compass. 
 
They can annotate the map and 
create a key showing the use of 
the areas of the school. 

Identify physical and human 
features of the locality  
 
Look at the countries of the UK 
and the counties in England. 
Define what this means. 
 
Look at maps of differing 
locations, can you identify the 
human and physical features of 
the locations.  
 
Compare them and explain why 
they are different. 

Describe a location including 
the use of each locality. 
 
Look at images of differing 
locations. The children will 
describe both human and 
physical features.  
 
They will then compare the 
locations. 

Ask a geographical question 
and gather information. 
 
Discuss whether people like to live 
in the cities or countryside.  
 
Collect real data, present this 
information clearly and attempt 
to explain the findings. 

Analyse the change in land use 
of the local area.  
 
Provide the children with modern 
and old images of the local area- 
compare with the first lesson. 
How has this changed over time? 
 
Write this clearly. 

History       

Art & Design 
 

National curriculum 

We are learning to – research into a 
popular artist and their choice of 
medium.   

 
Task:  
Identify Banksy Artwork and look 
around local area for examples of 
graffiti. 

We are learning to – use the 
medium of photography.  
 
Task:  
Taking photographs of the school 
from unique angles and 
perspectives. 

We are learning to – experiment 
with different materials to create 
effect.  

 
Task:  
Using the photographs from the 
previous week the children will 
create sketches of these unique 
perspectives. 

We are learning to – experiment 
with different materials to create 
effect.  
 
Task:  
Creating and using stencils of the 
school’s locations. 

We are learning to – experiment 
with different materials to create 
effect.  

 
Task:  
Experimenting with the stencils 
that are to be used for the final 
piece. 

We are learning to – experiment 
with different materials to create 
effect.  

 
Task:  
Experimenting with the stencils 
that are to be used for the final 
piece and creating the final piece. 

Design 
Technology 

      

Religious 
Education 

 Understand the importance of the 

creation stories for Hindus. 

 

 
 

Explore different gods and 

goddesses in Hinduism. 

 

 Understand what life is like for a 

Hindu. 

 



Essex scheme of 

work 

Hinduism 

1 hour every other 

week. 

 

  

Indoor PE • Indoor PE – badminton/ 
dodgeball 

 Outdoor PE – circuits  
 

• Indoor PE – badminton/ 
dodgeball 

• Outdoor PE – circuits  
 

• Indoor PE – badminton/ 
dodgeball 

• Outdoor PE – circuits  
 

 Indoor PE – badminton/ 
dodgeball 

 Outdoor PE – circuits  
 

• Indoor PE – badminton/ 
dodgeball 

• Outdoor PE – circuits  
 

 Indoor PE – badminton/ 
dodgeball  

 Outdoor PE – circuits  
 

PHSE 
Healthy me 

Healthy and fit  Drugs  My amazing body - sleep  

German 
Non-specialist half 
term – picked up by 

class teachers - 
consolidation 

      

Music       

Other Details 
e.g. visits 

      

 


